A dass of constrained oinear systems is studied. We firt characterize the constrained submanifold and the constrained dynamics without using the vector relative degree. Applying the nonlinear feedback and exact linearization techniques to constrained systems, we discuss several control problems for the constrained dynamics such as asymptotic stabilization, asymptotically tracking reference outputs, etc. Our results for the control of constrained nonlinear systems exted previous results, which are based on linear approximation and linear feedba4.
Introduction
There has been coniderable research on constrained dynaumic systems (CDS), in which the interaction between the envirnment and the system is essential. In recent yeas, nonlinear CDS have become an important area in the study of CDS. Zero-output constrained dynamics or damped dynamics are introduced for control systems [4] [9] . Nonlinear descriptor systems defined by singular implicit differential equations in which constraint relatioas are not explicit are studied [2] .
Stabilizability, controllability and other control problems are discussed for constrained mechanical systems such as constrained Hamiltonian systems [6] , holonomic systems [7] , and dassical nonholonomic systems [1] . Applications are found in the control system design of a robot manipulator during execution of tasks characterized by physical contact between the manipulator and the environment [8] . More recently, controller design based on linear approximation is addressed for a class of nonlinear CDS in which the relative degree vector is well defined and input variables are separated as constraint inputs and control inputs [5] .
In this paper we wil investigate a dass of nonlinear CDS defined by differential algebraic equations. The goal of this paper is to extend previous results on dynamics and control problems for nonlinear CDS. First, we wil characterize the constrained dynamics for nonlinear CDS without using the relative degree vector. Second, we will develop special techniques to solve control problems for constrained systems such as stabilization, tracking, etc., based on nonlinear feedback and input-output exact linearization. Finally, we return to applications in robotics. WTe will develop a new control scheme for a robot manipulator to track a moving object along a constraint surface -a problem for which control by approximate linearization has significant limitations, and for which the input variables, joint torques, can not be decomposed into constraint inputs and control inputs for all regular configurations. 1RflchJ partially supported by the We are interested in characterizing the dynamics of (la) which satisfy the constraint relations (lb). It is natural to consider the following problem: Find proper sets of initial states s°and inputs u such that the corresponding dynamics s(sO,9 , t) of (la) satisfy the constraints k((x,U, t)) = -O, < i < 1, for all time. This problem is the same as the problem of zeroing the output if ki(z) are regarded as output functions. Thus we can use the same approach as that in the theory of zero dynamics or clamped dynamics 14] [9] . Differentiate the constraint relations (lb) and suppose that input variabls explicitly appear after ri times differentiation of the ti'h constraint relation,
Thus, necessary conditions for x(xO,°, t), the dynamics of (la), to satisfy the constraint (lb) are that sufficient conditions for dynamics s(sO, U, t) of (la) to satisfy the constraint relations (lb) are also that the initial state satisfies (2) and the inputs satisfy (3) [4] . Note that A(z) has full row rank for all s E U. The solutions of (3) can be written as a feedback law u = -At(s)b(s) + (I -At(s)A(z))fi, fi e Rm, (4) where At(z) = A'(z)(A(z)A'(s))-is the pseudo-inverse of A(z). The losed loop equation is
(5) Since J(z)+4(z)s is tangent to C' for all fi E Rn, it follows that Vx0 E C', the dynamics generated by the vector field f(x) + G(s)u stay in C' for all time, which is called the constrained dynamics. In other words , constraint relations (lb) are imposed by the feedback (4 , E R"BY, (6) y.=hUti), i=l,...,p, (7) where f*(sl) = LJ#s)Lq-(o,), (6) and (7) are unique up to a transformation group of diffeomorphisms on C* and state feedback. Now we discuss a more general problem: How can the constrained dynamics of CDS (1) be determined without the using the relative degree vector? We want to extend the preceding results to a class of CDS in which the relative degree vectors do not exist. For convenience we introduce some definitions from nonlinear control theory [4] [9] . A smooth connected submanifold M of U is said to be controlled invariant in U if there exists a smooth feedback ui: M -+ R' such that the vector field of the dosed loop system f(T) = f(x) + G(s)u is tangent to M for all E AM. A submanifold C of U is said to be a contraint nulling submanifoldif it is controlled invariant and the constraint functions ki(x) are zero on C. The maximal constraint nulling submanifold is called the constraint submanifold, denoted as C*.
According to the theory of zero dynamics or damped dynamaics, we can modify the Hirschorn structure algorithm to calculate the explicit expression for C* and the feedback u(s) which makes f(s) tangent to C* [9] .
Constraint Submanifold Algorithm:
StepO: Co= {sE Ulk(x)=O};
Stepi: C ={x E Ci-.
If every Ci is a smooth submanifold with constant dimension this algorithm will terminate because {Ci, i= 1,2,*..} is a sequence of nested submanifolds and dimCo = n -1.
Let k0(s) = k(s) and So = 1. Then C1 is the set of s in Co such that there exists u which makes f(s)
LGk0(x)u = 0 has solution for u. Suppose that the matrix LGk0 has constant rank ro on Co. Then there is a smooth matrix Do(z) E R(07-r0)xb such that Do(s)LGk0(s) = 0, Vs E Co. Letting e(x) = Do(x)L1kD(x) gives C1 = {x E Ul k(x) = 0, %°= O}. Suppose [dk0(x)', dp0(x)j has constant rank (so + si) and the first sa rows of ef have linearly independent differentials. There exists a constant matrix So such that SOW0 selects the first si rows of 00. Letting 
is solvable for u. In the same way, we can obtain the explicit expression for Ci+1: Ci+i = {s E Ul ki+l(s) = 0} for some kS+l(s) E R(ui+'-si+si+i). If the algorithm terminates at step i', the constraint submanifold is Ci. = {s E UI ki(s) = 0} and the input variables must satisfy the equation Lfki (T) + LGk"(x)u = 0.
Suppose that LGki"(X) has constant rank and Lfki(x) E Im(LGoIC(s)). So the solutions of (8) [4] . 3 . Control of constrained nonUlinear systems We have shown that the constrained dynamics of (1) can be characterized by the reduced state space equation (6) which is affine nonlinear. There are various control techniques to deal with this kind of system. However if we apply these techniques directly to (6) we need to perform the transformation i = 4(x) to obtain the local coordinate expression for f*, g,, and C*, which is extremely difficult for practical problems because in general partial differential equations must be solved to compute new coordinates. In this section we will show how to develop control schemes for CDS based on the original system equation and constraint relations, i.e. on (f, G, k, h) instead of (f', G*, h*).
A 
where C' = {z E UlLk(x) =0,1 5 < 1,0 <p< e -11, ZV = {s ULf'h(x)-O, 1 < i p,0 a p5 r-1), and input r satisfies equations V(r) + A0(r)w = 0, bQ(z) + A°(x)u = 0.
(12) (13) Since the row vectors of Ac and A' are linearly independent, to solve u from above equations we can either solve i from (12) first or solve u from (13) first. Thus we have t-he following conclusion:
Suppose a nonlinear CDS satisfies assumptions (Al) and (A2).
The operation of calculating 'nondinear zeros' and impoin constraints commute. Le., the zero dynamic of the constrained dynamics is the same as the constrained dynamics of the zero dynamics.
B. Feedback stabilization
We now discuss the stabilization problem of CDS (1). We introduce stabilizability concepts for the constrained dynamics first: te is said to be an equilibrium point (solution) of the constrained dynamics of CDS (1) if if = t(xe) is an equilibrium point of the reduced state space equation (6), which is equivalent to saying that 1(t ) + G(Xt)i = 0 for some fu e BR. An equilibrium point of the constrained dynamics is said to be locdly asymptotically stabk provided that there exists a neighborhood V of (x') on C( such that V:0 E V, the solution 4 z0, t, 0) of equation (5) (6) . It is well known that the linear approuination of zero dynamics coincides with the zero dynamics of the linear approximation of the original system [4] . By the similarity between the constrained dynamics and the zero dynamics, the linear approximation of constrained dynamics can be obtained without computing the transformation q = O(:). For the calculation details we refer to [5] .
However in many situations using linear feedback cannot achieve the stabilization task because the linear approxmation has uncontroUable modes asscated with eigenvalues on the imagnary axis. This is called the critical case. Another approah to sove the stabilization problem is the inputoutput exact linearization, which can deal with the critical case. According to the Normal Form (9) we can choose u in the linearization feedback (10) , with f(z) + G(x)a(x) .
Note that h(x) = 0 and 4<z) in the coordinate change can be chosen such that $(xz) = 0. Thus (x) = (0,0,0) and 4(xA) = (0,(COf) for all zo E C*. It is easy to see that the dynamics of the first part is identically zero for any xo E C*, which means that the dosed-loop dynamics remain in C@ for all time. The dynamics of the second part approaches e = 0 as t -+ oo. The dynamics of the third part also approaches -q = 0 provided that ,) = f(,j) = Lyt)q45z)IW_--1(o,oJ7) is locally asymptotically stable at vj = T. This condition is equivalent to the asymptotic stability of the 'nonlinear zeros'. Therefore we have the following condusion:
Suppose tx is an equilibrium point of the constrained dynamics of CDS (1) with h(x') = 0 If asumptions (Al) and (A2) are satisfied and the 'nonlinear zeros' defined by (11) are asynptotically stable at 4e, then the contrained dynamics can be locally asymptotically stabilized by a nonlinear feedback in the form of (10) with v satisfying (14).
C. Output tracking Now we consider the output tracking problem. Given a nonlinear CDS (1) and a reference output i(t) = ([h(t), ..* I ,W0() find a smooth feedback u = u(x, t) such that (a) the constraint relations (lb) are imposed, (b) the real outputs of the system converge asymptotically to the reference output, i.e., Iy(t) -i4t)II = lIh(x(z0, U(X, t), t)) -0t)11 -_ 0.
In order to achieve the output tracking task we can use the feedback in the form of (10) with solved. Obviously we are also concerned about the internal behavior of the constrained dynamics when using feedback (15) to solve tracking problem. We need to check the third part of the decomposed system: f) = (4(t), 7) for the stability at -= 0.
Remark: This result can be extended to the problem of tracking the output of a reference linear system.
Application to robotic contour following problem
Now we apply our theoretical framework for CDS to a typical control problem in robotics -the robotic contour following problem. The robotic contour following problem is to control the motion of the robot manipulator while the endeffector of the manipulator maintains contact with a rigid unilateral surface. There are two essential aspects of the robotic contour following problem: (a) the constraint between the end-effector and the surface is actively imposed by the robot manipulator system instead of some external forces; (b) the contact force between the end-effector and the constraint surface is inserted by the joint torques, which are the inputs of the manipulator system. In addition to the satisfaction of these requirements, we also want to control the manipulator to perform more complicated tasks such as tracking a moving object on the constraint surface, regulating the end-effector to a desired position, etc.
We consider a three revolute joint manipulator Wv.. endeffector moving along the horizontal coordinate plane. Suppose that there axe two output functions which are the coordinate functions of the plane (Figure 1 For all regular kinematic configurations the constraint relative degree is 2, the output relative degree vector is [2, 2] , and the constraint submanifold is C* = {(=,w)l h3(0) = 0, J3(oy. = 0}. Moreover the decoupling matrices Al and AO have linearly independent row vectors because these vectors are the row vectors of the nonsingular matrix J(6)M-1 (6) . Using the coordinate change h' -h(G), E = Jl(G)w e2 = h2(6) e2 = J2(6)w, Ch = h3(6), ( Using this feedback we can achieve the following goals: (a)
The constraint relation is imposed by joint actuator; (b) the desired contact force is maintained; (c) the input-output response of the constrained dynamics is linearized and decoupled because^= v, jf = t2. Moreover we can achieve more complicated tasks by proper choice of vm and 2.
Regulation: One ofthe important tasks in robotics is to regulate the end-effector of the robot manipulator to a desired position in the constraint surface while keeping proper contact force. Suppose that we want to regulate the end-effector of the manipulator system to (i4,3i) = (hl01(), h2(G)). Assume that 90 is an equilibrium configuration of (18) 
